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Abstract

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSs) provide an important security function to defend network attacks. As network speeds and workloads increase, it is important for NIDSs to be highly efficient. Most NIDSs must check for thousands of known attack patterns in every packet, making pattern matching the most expensive part of signature-based NIDSs in terms of processing and memory resources. Piranha+Cuckoo Snort combines filtering of Piranha and hashing of Cuckoo together. Especially the matching speed is faster up to 29% than that of Piranha. In this paper, we first introduce the background of Snort NIDS, Piranha, Cuckoo hashing and then present the experimental results. We then discuss the results and finally draw conclusions.
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1. Introduction

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDSs) provide a powerful mechanism to defend against well-known attacks on a computer network or detect network abuse. NIDSs are mainly divided into two major categories: signature-based and anomaly detection. Anomaly-detection NIDSs try to spot abnormal behaviour on network based on statistics like rate of connections, traffic overload or unusual protocol headers. On the contrary, the detection mechanism of a signature-based NIDS is based on a set of signatures, each describing a known attack. As an example, a signature taken from latest Snort, is alert tcp any any -> HTTP_SERVER 80 (content:"/root.exe"; nocase;)

This signature instructs that if "/root.exe" is found inside the payload of a TCP packet that is originating from any host and any source port and is destined to an HTTP server on port 80, then an attack on the web server is taking place. While this signature requires full packet inspection, there exist simpler signatures that require only header lookups. Pattern (string) matching incurs a significant cost to the performance of signature-based NIDSs. Previous research results suggest that 30% of total processing time is spent on pattern matching [1], while in some case like Web-intensive traffic, this percentage rises up to 80% [2]. Apart from processing time, memory demands of an NIDS may reach at high levels due to rule-set growth. Although algorithms with lower memory demands have been developed, their performance in comparison with algorithms that consume more memory is still poor. Given the fact that network speed/throughput increases every year, pattern matching evolves to a highly demanding process that needs special considerations. Minimizing the demands of pattern matching leaves headroom for further heuristics to be applied for intrusion detection, like anomaly detection or sophisticated preprocessors.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Snort, an open source NIDS, related backgrounds. The proposed Piranha+Cuckoo Snort is elaborated in Section 3. Results and conclusions are discussed and drawn in Section 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Snort and related backgrounds

2.1 Snort

Snort is a libpcap-based packet sniffer and logger that can be used as a lightweight network intrusion detection system (NIDS). See the data flow of Snort in Figure 1. It features rule-based logging to perform content pattern matching and detect a variety of attacks. In addition, it can probe, such as buffer overflows, stealth port scans, CGI attacks, SMB probes, and many more. Snort has real-time alerting capability, with alerts being sent to syslog, Server Message Block (SMB) “WinPopup” messages, or a separate “alert” file. Snort is configured using command line switches and optional Berkeley Packet Filter commands. The detection engine is programmed using a simple language that describes per packet tests and actions. Ease of use simplifies and expedites the development of new detection rules. For example, when the IIS Show code web exploits were revealed on the Bugtraq mailing list, Snort rules to detect the probes were available within a few hours.

Figure 1: Snort’s Data Flow and Pattern Matching Engine.

2.2 Piranha [3]

Piranha Snort consists of four main stages including Preprocessing and Searching.
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• Preprocessing

Piranha treats every byte-aligned pattern as a set of 32-bit (4-byte) sub-patterns or sequences. For example, the pattern “admin.exe” can be considered as the set of its 32-bit byte-aligned sequences as follows, “adm”, “admi”, “dmin”, “min”, “in.e”, “n.ex” and “exe”. The 32-bit partitioning is chosen because of faster native 32-bit integer operations of the common 32-bit Intel Architecture. The next step is to select rare sub-patterns to form a filter table (a linear hash table using modulo function) as shown in Figure 3.

• Searching

Piranha combines 4 bytes of the incoming payload as one sequence and hashes each sequence (unsigned 32-bit integer) using modulo function with the table size of 16,384. The hash value points to a linked list of 4-byte sequences. Each 4-byte sequence corresponds to the exact rule pattern for final comparison. Due to the poor hashing (modulo) function, numerous collisions occur resulting in a long chain of up to 25 nodes and consequently long matching time.

2.3 Cuckoo Hashing

Cuckoo Hashing [4] is a dynamic mapping of a static dictionary. The dictionary uses two hash tables, \(T_1\) and \(T_2\), each consisting of \(r\) words, and two hash functions \(h_1, h_2 : U \rightarrow \{0, \ldots, r-1\}\). Every pattern \(x \in S\) is stored in either cell \(h_1(x)\) of \(T_1\) or cell \(h_2(x)\) of \(T_2\), but never in both. The lookup function is:

\[
\text{function lookup}(x) = \begin{cases} 
T_1[h_1(x)] & \text{if } x = \text{NULL} \text{ return; } \\
T_2[h_2(x)] & \text{otherwise return.}
\end{cases}
\]

Each pattern lookup (function lookup(x)) needs two table accesses. In fact, it is optimal among all dictionaries using linear space, except for special cases, see [5]. It is also shown in [5] that if \(r \geq (1+\varepsilon)n\) for some constant \(\varepsilon > 0\) (i.e., the tables are a bit less than half full), and \(h_1, h_2\) are picked uniformly at random from an \((O(1), O(\log n))-universal\) family, the probability that there is no way of arranging the patterns of \(S\) according to \(h_1\) and \(h_2\) is \(O(1/n)\).

We now consider a simple implementation of the above, still assuming \(r \geq (1+\varepsilon)n\) for some constant \(\varepsilon > 0\). Deletion is very simple to perform in constant time, not counting the possible cost of shrinking the tables if they are becoming too sparse. As for pattern insertion (procedure insert(x)), it turns out that the “cuckoo approach”, kicking other patterns away until every pattern has its own “home”, works very well. Specifically, if a pattern \(x\) is to be inserted we first see if cell \(h_1(x)\) of \(T_1\) is occupied. If not, \(x\) is inserted. Otherwise we set \(T_1[h_1(x)] \rightarrow x\) anyway, thus making the previous occupant “homeless”. This pattern \(y\) is then inserted in \(T_2\) in the same way, and so forth iteratively, see Figure 2.

It may happen that this process loops infinitely, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore the number of iterations is bounded by a value \(\maxLoop\). If this \(\maxLoop\) is reached, the patterns shall be rehashed in tables \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) using two new hash functions. There is no need to allocate new tables for the rehashing: We may simply run through the tables to delete and perform the usual insertion procedure on all patterns found not to be at their intended position in the table. (Note that kicking away a pattern that is not in its intended position simply corresponds to starting a new insertion of this pattern.)

\begin{verbatim}
procedure insert(x)
if lookup(x) then return;
loop MaxLoop times
    x = T1[h1(x)];
    if x = NULL then return;
    x = T2[h2(x)];
    if x = NULL then return;
end loop
rehash();
insert(x);
end
\end{verbatim}

(a) Pattern \(x\) is successfully inserted by moving patterns \(y\) and \(z\) from one table to the other.
(b) Pattern \(x\) cannot be accommodated and a rehash is necessary.

3. Piranha + Cuckoo Snort

As mentioned earlier, sequence filtering and searching of Piranha in Figure 3 can be replaced with Cuckoo hashing to not only solve the collision in Piranha linear/modulo hash table but also reduce the run time complexity. In the searching phase, Piranha+Cuckoo in Figure 4 only hashes two times while Piranha originally hashes once but has to traverse along the linked list up to 25 nodes to find whether it is matched or not matched. Hence, Piranha+Cuckoo Snort can support the increasing number of known attack patterns with almost constant look up time.

4. Experiment and results

We evaluate the performance of Piranha against Piranha-Cuckoo algorithms in Snort 2.4.2 using five packet traces. All Snort preprocessors were disabled.

4.1 Environment

All the experiments are conducted on a 500-MHz Pentium III machine with 32 KB of L1 cache, 512 KB of L2 cache, and 512 MB of main memory. The host operating system is Linux (kernel version 2.4.27, Debian 3.1r5 Sarge). We use five full-packet traces Darpa01, Darpa02, Darpa03, which were collected during the DARPA evaluation tests at MIT Lincoln Laboratory in 1999 and Defcon9.1, Defcon9.2 which were collected during the Capture The Flag Contest 2001.
Each packet trace is read by Snort using –r option in a tcpdump format file as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, Snort can run at almost 100% processor utilization. Each trace is run 10 times to average out the random nature.

4.2 Performance Comparison

We first make sure that Piranha+Cuckoo Snort works correctly as it can detect the same number of alerts as Piranha Snort in Table 1. Then, we can determine the performance of each algorithm by measuring the following parameters: number of matching sequences and amount of matching time. The number of matching sequences describes the run time complexity as shown in Table 2. Piranha+Cuckoo can greatly reduce the number of matched (searched) sequences because Cuckoo hashing requires two lookups to check if it is a match or not. Furthermore, Piranha must traverse along the chain to find out a match or no match.

The amount of matching time can be measured using times, the standard library C function. In each trace, the average matching time of Piranha (T1) is normalized to that of Piranha+Cuckoo (T2) in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 6. As a result of lower number of Matched Sequences in Table 2,
the average matching time of Piranha+Cuckoo is faster than that of Piranha from 2.2% - 29.58%. It can be observed that the %Speed Up in Table 2 corresponds to the Difference of Table 2. For example, %Speed Up of 2.2% corresponds to the Difference 869,330 Sequences of Defcon 9.1. Accordingly, %Speed Up of 29.58% corresponds to the Difference 26,005,446 Sequences of Defcon 9.2.

In summary, the %Speed Up depends on the nature of each packet trace. The 2.20% SpeedUp of Defcon 9.1 trace is due to lower Difference of sequences matched by Piranha+Cuckoo but rather high number of Alerts detected. On the contrary, the 29.58 %Speed Up of Defcon9.2 trace is due to higher Difference but rather low number of Alerts detected. That means Piranha+Cuckoo is more efficient than Piranha by matching less but still able to detect the same number of Alerts as Piranha.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we presented a new pattern matching based on Cuckoo hashing of Snort NIDS. The algorithm is implemented on top of Piranha [3], which is almost optimal in terms of speed and memory resource compared with many famous existing ones [3]. Experiment results show that ours can significantly improve the matching speed of Piranha itself at up to 30% for current and future attack patterns. For future works, we shall examine memory requirements of Piranha+Cuckoo Snort and improve our hashing function to support Gigabit networks.
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